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Abstract  
In this paper, with double set parameter method and bubble function technique, a robust C0 nonconforming 
rectangular element is proposed for solving fourth order singular perturbation problems. The properties of the new 
element is studied and the convergent result in the energy norm uniformly  with respect to the perturbation parameter 
is presented. Numerical results are carried  out to demonstrate the validity of the theoretical analysis. 
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1. Introduction  
Consider the following elliptic singular perturbation problem([6]): 
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where '  is the  Laplace operator,  2R:  is a bounded polygonal domain, :w  is the boundary of : . 
 u
n
w
w
 denotes the normal derivative on :w , and H  is a real parameter such that 10 dd H . In particular, 
when H  tends to zero, the differential equation in (1) formally degenerates to Poisson's equation, i.e., a 
plate model in (1) degenerates towards an elastic membrane problem. As we know, the standard 
variational formulation will require that the function spaces are subspaces of the Sobolev space )(2 :H , 
when fourth order problems like (1) are discretized by a finite element method. Hence, one has to take 
piecewise smooth functions which are globally 1C . But such functions are very difficult to construct and 
may be very complicated. A common approach is to use nonconforming finite elements, i.e., 1C -continuity 
requirement is not guaranteed any more. The general convergence criterions are patch test in [17] and 
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generalized patch test in [11]. The former is very convenient for engineers, but it is neither sufficient nor 
necessary; the latter is a sufficient and necessary condition, while it is not practical. F-E-M-test introduced 
in [12] is much easier to be used in practice than above ones. 
Many successful nonconforming plate elements have been proposed, see [2,16,8,13,18,4,15,7], etc., but 
not all of them are convergent for (1) uniformly with respect to perturbation parameter H . The very 
simple nonconforming element, Morley element, is convergent for plate problems, however, [8] showed 
that it may diverge when applied to second order problem like Possion's equation and provided a concrete 
counterexample. In fact, Morley element space consists of piecewise quadratic functions with respect to a 
given triangulation of : , and the mean values of the shape function are not continuous across the interior 
edges of the elements. For more discussions on properties of this element we refer, for examples, to [8], 
[18] and [7]. 
As an alternative, two modified triangular nonconforming finite elements are proposed in [8] by using 
cubic "bubble function". The main technique is to force the elements to be 0C  ones and the mean values 
of the derivatives along edges to be continuous. The studies there indicated that the new methods are 
robust for singular perturbation problems (i.e., the reduced second order problems like (1)), which render 
it free of error deterioration, and lead to accurate and efficient numerical results compared to Morley 
element. However, such efficiency and accuracy is at the cost of larger number of degrees of freedom and 
much more storage, and thus will result in extra calculations, i.e., additional degrees of freedom must be 
involved. The function spaces of these two so-called robust elements consist of  continuous functions 
which locally belongs to nine dimensional subspace of quartic polynomials. The global dimension of this 
modified 9-parameter element space, corresponding to a fixed triangulation and the boundary conditions 
given in (1) is the sum of the number of interior vertices and twice the number of interior edges. Similarly, 
the global dimension of the modified 12 -parameter element space is the sum of triple the number of 
interior vertices and the number of interior edges. As a comparison, the dimension of Morley element 
space is the sum of interior vertices and edges. Thus, the two modified elements have an approximately 70 
percent and 50 percent increase of global degrees of freedom respectively. 
 It can be seen that all of the discussions above are restricted to triangular elements. For the rectangular 
case, [13] analyzed the incomplete biquadratic plate element, which is always regarded as the rectangular 
Morley element for possessing the similar properties to Morley element. Based on this element, [19] 
proposed a modified rectangular Morley element method through quasi- conforming element method, [18] 
applied it to the fourth order elliptic singular perturbation problems by modifying the bilinear formulation 
in the finite element approximation scheme and proved the uniform convergence with respect to the 
singular parameter H . 
 It is known that the conventional elements  are often very difficult to satisfy the following two 
requirements simultaneously for fourth order problems: firstly, the degrees of freedom should be selected 
to satisfy the convergence conditions according to the generalized patch test (or F-E-M-test); secondly, 
the degrees of freedom should be chosen to be simple so as to make the total number of unknowns in the 
resulted discrete system as small as possible.  [3] suggested the double set parameter method to construct 
the displacement finite element. The essential point is to separate the two functions for degrees of freedom 
by taking another set of nodal parameters. Then we discretize the first set of degrees of freedom (to ensure 
the convergence) into a linear combination with respect to nodal parameters (as simple as possible). The 
method was used widely in the construction of plate elements, for more discussions, we refer to 
[2,3,16,9,14]. However, to our knowledge, it seems that there are few literatures concerning fourth order 
singular perturbation problems. To this end, in this paper, following the ideas of double set parameter 
method and bubble function technique, we propose a new robust rectangular element for problem (1), 
which is convergent in the energy norm with respect to the parameter H . 
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, some preliminaries are given. In section 3, a 
new robust 12-parameter rectangular element with double set parameter method and bubble function is 
constructed, its properties and convergence analysis is provided. In the final section, some numerical 
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results are carried out and a comparison  is given to demonstrate the excellent performance of the new 
element. 
2. Preliminaries 
The inner product on )(2 :L  is denoted by  , , the usual Sobolev space of functions with partial 
derivatives of order less than or equal to m in )(2 :L  by )(:mH ,  0tm  , the corresponding norm by 
m
 , 
and  the seminorm derived from the partial derivatives of order equals to m by 
m
 . The space )(0 :mH  
is the closure of )(0 :fC  in )(:mH . Alternatively, we have 
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 Let Du  be the gradient of u and 
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uuD  be the 22u  tensor of the second order partial 
derivatives ),( 21 xyxx   . Then the weak form of (1) reads: find )(20 :Hu , such that 
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here the colon denotes the scalar product of tensor. 
By Green's formula, it is easy to check that  
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However it does not hold any more on the nonconforming finite element spaces. 
Assume that ^ `hT  is a family of quasi-uniform and shape regular subdivisions of : , h is the 
discretization parameter representing the characteristic diameter of the elements in ^ `hT . Denote the finite 
element space by hV , which is a piecewise polynomial space and satisfies the boundary conditions of (1) 
in some sense. Then the corresponding finite element approximation of problem (2) is: find 
hh Vu  , such 
that  
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3. A New 12-Parameter Rectangular Element  
In this section, we will introduce the new 12-parameter rectangular element constructed with double set 
parameter method and the "bubble function" technique. 
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 Let K  be a rectangular element on the ( , )x y  plane with central point 0 0( , )x y , the lengths of edges 
parallel to x  axis and y  axis 2a  and 2b , respectively, the four vertices and edges ( , )i i ia x y , 
1, ( 1,2,3,4, mod(4))i i iF a a i  
JJJJJG
. Let Kˆ  be the reference element on the ( , )[ K  plane with central point 
(0,0) , four vertices 1ˆ ( 1, 1)a    , 2ˆ (1, 1)a   , 3ˆ (1,1)a  , and 4ˆ ( 1,1)a   , and four 
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ , ( 1,2,3,4, mod(4))i i iF a a i  
JJJJJG
. Then there exists a reversible affine mapping ˆ: :KF K Ko    
0
0.
,x a x
y b y
[
K
 ­
®  ¯
 
The degrees of freedom are chosen as 
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The shape function space on K  is taken as 
1 2 12( ) { , , , }P K p p p " ,                                                           (5)  
where  
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here, 
n
w
w
denotes the outer-normal derivatives on each edge; ( ), ( )t tM \  are two linear independent 
undetermined functions on the interval [ 1,1] , which make the following interpolation matrix C  to 
be nonsingular, 3 4( ) , ( )t t t tM \   can be taken as an example. It is easy to check that for all 
2( ), | ( ), .K hv P K v P k K Tw     
For all ( )v P K , it can be expressed as  
12
1
.i i
i
v pE
 
 ¦                                                                             (6) 
Substituting (6)  into (4)  yields  
( ) ,D v Cb                                                                               (7) 
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where ( )D v  is the same as before, 1 2 12( , , , ) ,
Tb E E E "  ( )tM  and ( )t\  are taken as 3t  and 4t , respectively,  
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 4 4 41 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 40 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 40 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 41 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
3 3 3 3
1 1 1 1 4 16 40 4 0 4 0
2 2 2 2 3 3 5
1 1 1 1 4 4 164 0 0 0 4
2 2 2 2 3 5 3
1 1 1 1 4 16 40 4 0 4 0
2 2 2 2 3 3 5
1 1 1 1
2 2 2
C
 
 
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Direct computation leads to   
( ) 6546.2 0,Det C  z  
which means that the degrees of freedom ( )D v  uniquely determines the function ( )v P K . Note that 
almost all of the above degrees of freedom are defined on the edges, thus the number of the total degrees 
is larger than that of ACM element. Suppose that there are NP  vertices in the triangulation, then the total 
number of unknowns are about 5NP  and 3NP  for the two elements, respectively. To reduce the total 
degrees of freedom, we turn to the double set parameter method. Firstly, we take another set of parameters 
as  
1 1 1 4 4 4( ) ( , , , , , , ) ,
T
x y x yQ v v v v v v v "                                                       (8) 
where  
 
( ), ( ), ( ), 1,2,3,4.i i ix i iy i
v vv v a v a v a i
x y
w w    
w w
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1:  two set of parameters(a) degrees of freedom (b) nodal parameters 
Then, we discretize ( )D v  into a linear combination of nodal parameters ( )Q v  by the following 
discretization form: ( ) ( 1,2,3,4)i id v v i    using the exact values of v  on the four vertices of element; 
( )( 5,6,7,8)id v i   using numerical integrating values of cubic Hermite interpolation polynomials on the 
corresponding sides; ( ) ( 9,10,11,12)i id v v i   use the integrating values of corresponding sides by 
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trapezoidal formula. Note that the interpolation function is a quadratic polynomial on each side of the 
element and the above discretization is exact for all quadratic polynomials, the discretization results can 
be written in matrix form as 
( ) ( ) ( ),D v GQ v vG                                                                          (9) 
Where ( ), ( )D v Q v  are defined as above, 
1 1 1 2 2 2 2( ) (0,0,0,0, ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )) ,
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3 3
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Neglecting the residual term ( )vG , we get the real shape function v  is still as (6), but with 
              1 .b C GQ                                                                                 (10) 
Suppose :  is a rectangular domain and hT  is a rectangular division of : , then the corresponding 
finite element space is  
12
1
{ ; | , , 0, }.h K i i h
i
V v v p K T v for all nodes aE
 
     w:¦                                 (11) 
The interpolation operator h3  on hV  is defined by |h K K3  3 , where : ( )K Kv v P K3 o3   satisfies 
( ) ( ).KD v GQ v3   
For simplicity, we call the new element SXT element in what follows.  
Remark 1. Suppose h hv V  and , 0,h hv H  then | ,h K hv const K T   . Because | 0hv w:  and hv  is 
continuous at every vertex, we immediately get 0,hv {  so 
,hH
< is a norm on hV . 
Lemma 1.  The new element is of  0C  type.  
Proof.  In fact, for any
hVv , Simpson's formula yields  
)),(4)()((
6
MvBvAv
F
vds
F
 ³      (12) 
where F is a intersection side between two elements, F denotes the length of F, A, B and M denote the 
two end points and middle point of F, respectively. 
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From the definition of degrees of freedom (4) and the discretization form (9), we can see that for any 
function
hVv , it is not only continuous at two end points of interior side F, but also continuous at the 
middle point of F. On the other hand, we know that v  is a quadratic polynomial on each intersection side 
F, thus it is continuous when across the intersection sides, therefore it is continuous over the whole 
domain ( 00 .,.),( CeiCv : type).  
Lemma 2.  The new element is of mean 1C  type.  
Proof.  From the definition (4) and the discretization form (9), we can also see that for all functions hVv , 
for any intersection side F, there holds 
> @ ,0 »¼
º
«¬
ª
w
w »¼
º
«¬
ª
w
w ³³³ dss
vds
n
vdsv
FFF
    (13) 
where  > @v  denotes the jump of v on the interior edge F. (13) implies that the element is of mean 1C  type. 
Lemma 3.  For all )(3 :Hv , the interpolation operator h3  satisfies 
°¯
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

d3
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Proof. For all )()(,0)(),(2 vGQvDvKPv    G  holds exactly. Thus, 
)()()( vDvGQvD K   3  
which implies vvK  3 . Then, by the standard interpolation theory and Brammble-Hilbert Lemma, we 
can immediately get the estimate (14). 
Now we present the convergence result of this new nonconforming plate element for solving problem 
(1). 
Theorem 1.  Let )()( 320 :: HHu  be the solutions of (2),  hV  be the finite element space defined in 
(11). Then the discrete problem (3) has a unique solution hh Vu  , and the following error estimate holds:  
°¯
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
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::
:
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2
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vhhC
uu
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H
H
    (15) 
Here and later C denotes a general positive constant independent ofH , h and u, it may be different at each 
occurrence.  
Proof. Since 
h,H
  is a norm on hV , by Lax-Milgram Lemma [6], the approximation problem (3) admits a 
unique solution. Applying second Strang Lemma ([6, 1]) to problem (2) yields 
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Since 
)2(: 22 hxxyyhyyxxhxyxyhh uuuuDuD ZZZZZ wwwwww''  
the analysis for plate bending problem in [6, 7] yields 
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where 
sw
w  is the tangent derivative on each edge of the elements. 
By Lemma 1,  )()( 10
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At the same time, ds
nF
h³ w
wZ  is continuous across the interior edge F, by employing the standard skills for 
nonconforming finite elements to plate bending problems [6, 7], we have 
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Substituting (17) and (18) into (16), it immediately follows (15).  
As we observed above, Theorem 1 ensures linear convergence with respect to h: uniformly inH , as 
long as the seminorm
32
uu H  is uniformly bounded. However, the fact is not always so in the real 
application. In [8], the authors provided a one dimensional example to demonstrate that when 0oH , the 
seminorm 
32
uu H  may be infinite. In this case, the results above is no longer effective. Therefore, the 
uniform convergence analysis when there exist boundary layers is very necessary. Next, we will provide 
our convergence result which only depends on the right hand side f. To this end, we present the following 
lemma in [8]. 
Lemma 4.  Assume )()( 320 :: HHu  be the solutions of (2), )(
2 : Lf . Then there exists a 
constant C , independent of H  and f , such that 
0
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where 210
0 HHu   is the solution of the following reduced problem 
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,
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     (20) 
By employing this lemma, we can further derive the following convergent result. 
Theorem 2.  Assume )(2 :Lf , hV  is the corresponding finite element space, h3 is the corresponding 
interpolant, )()( 320 :: HHu and hh Vu   are the solutions of problem (2) and (3), respectively. Then 
there exists a constant C independent of H , h, f, such that 
0
2/1
, fChuu hh d H     (21) 
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Proof.  From Lemma 3, for all )(3 :Hv ,  
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Applying Lemma 4 and Bramble-Hilbert Lemma ([6]), we have 
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On the other hand, from the regularity of elliptic problem (3),  
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 At the same time, on the reference element  Kˆ , for all )ˆ(ˆ 2 KHv , by the definition of the interpolant 
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Thus, similar to the estimate in [8], we can get that 
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Therefore, the approximate error can be estimated as 
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the consistency error can be estimated as 
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Thus by Lemma 4,  
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This together with (22), (24) and (16) immediately implies the desired conclusion.  
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Remark 2.  Even if we only use (5) and (8) to construct an alternative element without the procedure of 
double set parameter method, the resulted element (denoted by SXT1) is of 0C  and mean 1C  type too. 
Both of these two elements can be regarded as the modification of rectangular Morley plate element 
discussed in [13]. It is easy to check that the global dimension of SXT1 element space represents an 
increase of approximately 65 percent as compared to the ACM element space, while the SXT element has 
the same global dimension as that of ACM element space.  
Remark 3.  Of course, there are many choices for )(tM  and )(t\ . However, from the view point of 
simplicity, to assure the interpolation function to be of lower order polynomial symmetrically on each 
intersection side, and at the same time to ensure the element to be of 0C  and mean 1C  type, our option in 
this paper seems to be the best one.  
Remark 4.  Note that the existing 12-parameter rectangular elements discussed in [5,16] are not of 0C  
type. Careful analysis shows that the main reason is that the shape function on each interior side of the 
elements is at least cubic polynomial instead of quadratic one, thus without additional degrees of freedom, 
the usual choice can not ensure the continuity of the shape function on each interior intersection side. Here 
we have solved this problem in a very smart manner.  
4. Numerical Examples  
In this section, we will perform some numerical experiments to examine the efficiency of the element 
proposed in section 3, we consider problem (1) with 2 2[0,1] R:    and 2 2f u uH ' ' , where 
2 2sin ( )sin ( )u x yS S . We divide the domain :  into two fashions (uniform mesh and non-uniform mesh). 
The first fashion is dividing :  into n nu  squares of size 1 1n nu , which is denoted by Mesh 1(refer to 
Fig 2(a)). The second one is in the following way: first dividing :  into n nu  squares of size 1 1n nu , then 
dividing each element in the above half part into two rectangles parallel such that all the elements are of 
same width but the height of the elements in the above half part is half of that in another part. We denote 
this mesh fashion by Mesh 2 (refer to Fig 2(b)). The computations are carried out with Matlab 7.0 and 
computer of Genuintel Pentium IV with memory 1GB. 
 
   
Fig 2 triangulations (a) Mesh  1 (b)Mesh 2               
We first list the results of displacement at the central point of plate derived by the new element in this 
paper and the modified rectangular Morley element in [18] (denoted by WXH element in what follows) 
under the above two meshes in Tables 1-4. Relative errors in the energy norm , ,h h hu u uH H  for both 
above two kinds of meshes are also computed and presented in Tables 5-8. For a comparison, we also 
consider the case 0H  , i.e., the Poisson problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions, and the biharmonic 
problem 2u f'  .  
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Table 1.  The values in the central point of the plate derived by SX element under Mesh 1   
H ? m nu  8 8u  16 16u  32 32u  64 64u  
20 0.976340740574342 0.995219685129927 0.998870741877546 0.999721681427262 
2-2 0.981153493661077 0.996251601891988 0.999116428793485 0.999782382991358 
2-4 0.993210452666841 0.998987153759780 0.999791356802082 0.999950652025813 
2-6 0.997728614872908 0.999778408258015 0.999972963918744 0.999995531053651 
2-8 0.998452733958188 0.999896983798346 0.999991593327327 0.999999148941973 
2-10 0.998510686154212 0.999910418068800 0.999994303960179 0.999999605267445 
Poisson 0.998514638400706 0.999911403394508 0.999994545718233 0.999999661771084 
Biharmonic 0.975881177307305 0.995119241029794 0.998848375890478 0.999716331986913 
 Table 2  The values in the central point of the plate derived by WXH element under Mesh 1  
H ? m nu  8 8u  16 16u  32 32u  64 64u  
20 0.985519526594895 0.997104810001761 0.999335567274882 0.999837836956247 
2-2 0.990242394550139 0.998303261359895 0.999635118403163 0.999912690175305 
2-4 1.003006728133532 1.001336175089486 1.000383237144565 1.000099218043713 
2-6 1.005208279532051 1.001649883572745 1.000444388058301 1.000114511773967 
2-8 1.005161015636899 1.001606246071477 1.000421376993021 1.000107104331737 
2-10 1.005152644804131 1.001601907220534 1.000418897744576 1.000105899480802 
Poisson 1.005152049260149 1.001601590851293 1.000418721352875 1.000105806741818 
Biharmonic 0.985108518169549 0.996999720207356 0.999309255825074 0.999831254116422 
Table 3 The values in the central point of the plate derived by SXT element under Mesh 2  
H ? m nu  8 12u  16 24u  32 48u  64 96u  
20 0.978396564857632 0.995447229717184 0.998910007464381 0.999730428161352 
2-2 0.982794580736523 0.996422976001713 0.999146849637479 0.999789231183007 
2-4 0.994088270568469 0.999064989075532 0.999800922191813 0.999952386230250 
2-6 0.998084561739850 0.999811142583716 0.999976115978056 0.999995846684865 
2-8 0.998753881888477 0.999914216137059 0.999992861793977 0.999999271263669 
2-10 0.998817381824400 0.999927699877281 0.999995344577785 0.999999670362595 
Poisson 0.998821840206560 0.999928769731189 0.999995599624162 0.999999726811273 
Biharmonic 0.977965116412558 0.995354183749734 0.998888729098223 0.999725265272706 
Table 4 The values in the central point of the plate derived by WXH element under Mesh 2 
H ? m nu  8 12u  16 24u  32 48u  64 96u  
20 0.996747085498223 0.999295850460446 0.999831741987191 0.999958435804883 
2-2 1.000505112438554 1.000238461983868 1.000067498351809 1.000017380222662 
2-4 1.011175138837628 1.002880109187252 1.000726605929553 1.000182085884249 
2-6 1.013972385209005 1.003530329341679 1.000887844933333 1.000222508787893 
2-8 1.014177124273003 1.003559434283191 1.000891386954791 1.000223176015399 
2-10 1.014190277345046 1.003560605627314 1.000890833797542 1.000222776198824 
Poisson 1.014191156148673 1.003560678349987 1.000890783804660 1.000222731436847 
Biharmonic 0.996421697898445 0.999214019735482 0.999811262855117 0.999953314883844 
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Table 5 The relative errors in the energy norm , ,h h hu u uH H  by SXT element under Mesh 1 
 
H ? m nu  8 8u  16 16u  32 32u  64 64u  
20 1.2333e-001 5.7757e-002 2.8401e-002 1.4142e-002 
2-2 1.0330e-001 4.8482e-002 2.3862e-002 1.1885e-002 
2-4 4.4297e-002 2.0454e-002 1.0015e-002 4.9814e-003 
2-6 1.6473e-002 6.0054e-003 2.7315e-003 1.3315e-003 
2-8 1.2519e-002 3.0621e-003 9.3996e-004 3.6967e-004 
2-10 1.2235e-002 2.7883e-003 6.9475e-004 1.8621e-004 
Poisson 1.2216e-002 2.7694e-003 6.7603e-004 1.6802e-004 
Biharmonic 1.2518e-001 5.8615e-002 2.8810e-002 1.4343e-002 
 
Table 6  The relative errors in the energy norm , ,h h hu u uH H  by WXH element under Mesh 1 
 
H ? m nu  8 8u  16 16u  32 32u  64 64u  
20 1.7754e-001 8.8664e-002 4.4325e-002 2.2162e-002 
2-2 1.5081e-001 7.5366e-002 3.7685e-002 1.8843e-002 
2-4 8.5767e-002 4.3405e-002 2.1771e-002 1.0894e-002 
2-6 7.4076e-002 3.8035e-002 1.9071e-002 9.5383e-003 
2-8 7.3725e-002 3.8222e-002 1.9247e-002 9.6241e-003 
2-10 7.3712e-002 3.8261e-002 1.9305e-002 9.6688e-003 
Poisson 7.3711e-002 3.8264e-002 1.9305e-002 9.6739e-003 
Biharmonic 2.3376e-002 1.1673e-002 5.8357e-003 2.9178e-003 
 
Table 7  The relative errors in the energy norm , ,h h hu u uH H  by SXT element under Mesh2 
 
H ? m nu  8 12u  16 24u  32 48u  64 96u  
20 1.3632e-001 6.3680e-002 3.1313e-002 1.5592e-002 
2-2 1.1377e-001 5.3420e-002 2.6305e-002 1.3103e-002 
2-4 4.8343e-002 2.2504e-002 1.1037e-002 5.4917e-003 
2-6 1.6905e-002 6.4937e-003 2.9972e-003 1.4664e-003 
2-8 1.1921e-002 3.0636e-003 9.8678e-004 4.0103e-004 
2-10 1.1527e-002 2.7006e-003 6.8261e-004 1.8770e-004 
Poisson 1.1500e-002 2.6745e-003 6.5703e-004 1.6355e-004 
Biharmonic 1.3853e-001 6.4655e-002 3.1769e-002 1.5815e-002 
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Table 8  The relative errors in the energy norm , ,h h hu u uH H  by WXH element under Mesh2 
 
H ? m nu  8 12u  16 24u  32 48u  64 96u  
20 1.7754e-001 8.8664e-002 4.4325e-002 2.2162e-002 
2-2 1.5081e-001 7.5366e-002 3.7685e-002 1.8843e-002 
2-4 8.5767e-002 4.3405e-002 2.1771e-002 1.0894e-002 
2-6 7.4076e-002 3.8035e-002 1.9071e-002 9.5383e-003 
2-8 7.3725e-002 3.8222e-002 1.9247e-002 9.6241e-003 
2-10 7.3712e-002 3.8261e-002 1.9300e-002 9.6688e-003 
Poisson 7.3711e-002 3.8264e-002 1.9305e-002 9.6739e-003 
Biharmonic 1.7989e-001 8.9831e-002 4.4908e-002 2.2453e-002 
    From the above tables, we can see that the new element behaves very well with respect to the 
perturbation parameter H . Moreover, when H  degenerates to zero, the stability of the new element is to 
some extent better than that of WXH element. But here we note that the well behavior is without the 
increase in the number of the total degrees of freedom. Finally, in order to describe the comparison results 
more intuitively, we plot in Fig 3 and Fig 4 respectively the errors of the energy norm , ,h h hu u uH H  
under the above two meshes in the logarithm scales. Apparently, the slope of the curve represents the 
convergent rate of the method. To show the global numerical effect, we also present the logarithm scale 
figure of the errors 1,h h hu u3   and 0h hu u3  in Fig 5-Fig 8. 

Fig 3The errors , ,h h hu u uH H with SXT Element (left) and WXH element (right) under Mesh1 

Fig 4 The errors , ,h h hu u uH H  with SXT Element (left) and WXH element (right) under Mesh2
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
Fig 5 The errors  0h hu u3  with SXT Element (left) and WXH element (right) under Mesh1 

Fig 6 The errors  1,h h hu u3  with SXT Element (left) and WXH element (right) under Mesh1 

Fig 7 The errors  0h hu u3  with SXT Element (left) and WXH element (right) under Mesh2 
 
Fig 8 The errors  1,h h hu u3  with SXT Element (left) and WXH element (right) under Mesh2  
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